BLUE SPRUCE ME-113
These directions provide a more thorough discussion of making and fitting the diamond blocks used in the first
border, specifically the top and bottom borders. These 6 blocks need to finish at a slightly shorter length:
9.33” rather then 9.5”, a difference of .17”. Trimming this amount from the block (.08” per side) would be
difficult to control. Instead, it is accomplished by building in a wider seam allowance which allows the width
of border to be adjusted while insuring the diamond points remain intact.
ALL blocks remain trimmed to 3 1/2” X 10 “- pg. 6.
Use the 6-wider seam allowance blocks for top/bottom borders -pg. 7.
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8 Blocks for Side Borders:
**It is highly recommended to make ONE trial block, using your machine
and it’s 1/4” seam allowance (s.a.)**
Using the 6 ½ rectangles (Table 2, pg 4.), sew one to opposite sides
of a diamond. Fig. 11.
Press seams away from the diamond and trim– following
the straight edge of the diamond. Fig 12.

Fig.11

Fig.12

Sew rectangles to remaining 2 sides and press seams away
from the center. Fig 13.
Width from diamond end points = 9.5” If not, adjust s.a.
in very small increments as necessary.

Fig.13

Finish 8 blocks for sides.
6 Blocks for Top/Bottom Border: The measurement from side point to side point for these blocks
needs to be very slightly shorter - 9.33” rather then 9.5”-to allow precise fitting. When adding the
rectangles, use a seam allowance that is about one needle’s width wider then s.a. used above.
When trimmed, these blocks will have a slightly wider seam allowance , allowing side seams to be
adjusted while keeping the end points intact.
Trim all blocks as shown in Figs.14 & 15, pg. 6.

